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Relational Voluntary Environmental

Agreements when Emissions Are Unveri�able�.

Berardino Cesiy, Alessio D�Amatoz

Abstract

Environmental regulation and pollution control may clash against the

presence of unveri�able tasks, like source speci�c emissions. To tackle this

issue we reshape a voluntary agreement instrument, already available in

the received literature, in a dynamic perspective by means of a relational

contracting approach. Setting up a Relational Voluntary Environmental

Agreement (REA) helps the regulator to solve the unveri�ability issue,

and may provide polluting �rms with the incentives to stick to environ-

mental requirements. In an N �rms symmetric context we show that even

if emissions are not contractible across �rms, so that enforcement cannot

be delegated to a third party, if �rms themselves are su¢ ciently patient, a

self-enforcing equilibrium, under which the environmental objective is vol-

untarily met, exists. Finally, the policy analysis reveals that our REA may

be welfare-improving with respect to a Voluntary Environmental Agree-

ment on contractible emissions. This occurs when the enforcement cost

savings under a relational agreement are larger than the additional social

costs related to free riding.
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1 Introduction

Voluntary approaches to environmental policy are increasingly used worldwide,

taking several di¤erent forms and covering several environmental realms, in-

cluding chemicals (e.g. Bi and Khanna, 2012), climate change mitigation (e.g.

Salas et al., 2018), agricultural water provision (e.g. Michler and Wu, 2020),

among others1 . The e¤ectiveness of voluntary approaches hinges on appropri-

ate signals for �rms to reduce their environmental impact voluntarily (Segerson,

2013; 2018), and this may take place through positive market related incentives

as well as through "negative" regulatory based threats. We focus on the latter

approach, namely on the role of free riding and the performance of a voluntary

agreement in terms of cost e¤ectiveness. Our work extends existing contribution

by focusing on a self-enforcing voluntary environmental agreement, that we label

as Relational Environmental Agreement (REA), linked to the possibility that the

voluntary achievement by polluting �rms of an exogenous environmental target

arises as an equilibrium of a repeated game in contexts where environmental

quality is non-veri�able and/or not contractible. This may be the case when

environmental quality may be observed (perfectly or imperfectly) but cannot be

used as "hard evidence" (e.g. in a court).

Indeed, there are several situations where unveri�ability of environmental

quality may matter. The enforcement of contracts in the context of global pollu-

tion problems may be a crucial issue (e.g. Salas et al., 2018 in relation to REDD

contracts). Lacking contractibility may also arise due to weak institutions (as

in the case of groundwater contracts in developing countris, e.g. Michler and

Wu, 2020, or in relation to conservation agreements, e.g. Gjertsen et al., 2020),

as well as in the case of non-point pollution, where the use of an ambient tax,

proposed by several papers2 , may be questioned (Sarr et al., 2019), while input

1See Segerson (2018) for a detailed review.
2The vast literature includes the seminal papers by Segerson (1988) and Xepapadeas (1991).

Closer to our analysis, Segerson and Wu (2006) and Suter et al. (2010), deal with the reg-

ulation of non-point pollution in a context featuring regulator�s threats and voluntary group

mechanisms, without focusing, however, on the issue of unveri�ability.
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taxation may face constraints when unveri�able polluting inputs can replace in-

puts subject to taxation (Nyborg, 2000). We link to this literature as we model

a REA that is at the same time self enforcing and robust to non-veri�ability,

and show that such environmental agreements may indeed be, at the same time,

implementable and social welfare improving as compared to those arising in a

static context where veri�ability is assumed, due to enforcement costs savings.

In this respect, the closest papers to our analysis are Dawson and Segerson

(2008) and McEvoy and Stranlund (2010); they develop similar multiple-�rm

models (assuming identical �rms and a uniform pollutant) to investigate the

properties of self-enforcing coalitions. Dawson and Segerson (2008) show that

a self-enforcing equilibrium in which �rms voluntarily reduce emissions exists

but it involves free riding, and thus, cost-ine¢ ciencies. McEvoy and Stran-

lund (2010) add to their model a costly enforcement component by allowing a

third-party to monitor and sanction �rms for non-compliance with the voluntary

agreement�s terms. We extend these works by assuming that �rms and the regu-

lator may join a REA where the voluntary agreement arises as an equilibrium of

a repeated game, along the lines of the relational contracting literature (Albano,

et al. 2017a and 2017b; Cesi et al., 2012; Levin, 2003; Calzolari and Spagnolo,

2009). More speci�cally, and di¤erently from the static scenario in Dawson and

Segerson (2008) and McEvoy and Stranlund (2010), we model a REA extending

the analysis to a dynamic open-participation voluntary agreement, where the

the latter is self-enforcing and veri�ability is not needed across �rms. This is

expected to be relevant when unveri�ability issues are expected to arise in the

relationship among �rms taking part to the agreement and/or in the delegation

of enforcement to a third party (as in McEvoy and Stranlund, 2010). As we

will see, however, our REA may also be seen as a welfare improving strategy as

compared to a third party-enforced agreement.

Our main results are as follows: �rst of all, and coherently with the existing

literature, we show that free riding by some �rms poses a limitation to the

possibility that the implementation of a REA is pro�table for �rms and socially

desirable for the regulator. Nonetheless, we prove that, if �rms are su¢ ciently
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patient, a self-enforcing equilibrium, under which the environmental objective is

voluntarily met, exists. Finally, the policy analysis reveals that our REA may be

welfare-improving with respect to a "static" VEA where (costly) enforcement

is delegated to a third party, as the one proposed in McEvoy and Stranlund

(2010). This is a central contribution of our paper: the mechanism that we

suggest is a viable alternative to a static VEA under non-veri�ability. Another

value added with respect to the existing literature is our explicit focus on the

trade-o¤ between the size of the agreement and the discount rate in driving

the feasibility of a REA. Our conclusions provide hints that our REA is more

likely to be "successful" ceteris paribus when regulated sectors feature mature

technologies and/or are more stable in terms of entry and exit.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presentes the model and the

static game, while section 3 presents the repeated game and related main results.

Sections 4 and 5 deal with the agreement stability and with welfare analysis,

respectively; �nally, section 6 concludes.

2 The model

Our model considers an industry composed of N identical �rms which produce a

speci�c pollutant. We borrow the functional forms from McEvoy and Stranlund

(2010). Strictly concave pro�ts are given by the following function:

�(e) = � + be� (b00=2)e2

where �; b and b00 are strictly positive parameters, with �(0) = � and e indicates

pollution level. It is straightforward to derive the equilibrium emissions and

pro�ts level in the �business as usual�(BAU, i.e. unregulated) scenario, given

respectively by:

eu = b=b00 (1)

and

�(eu) = � +
b2

2b00
(2)
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If emission taxation is adopted, we assume a regulator sets a per-unit tax

t at a level compatible with the achievement of an exogenous total emissions

cap E. Under a unit emissions tax monitoring is costly, but emissions are ver-

i�able. As in McEvoy and Stranlund (2010), we assume a linear enforcement

technology, where f is the maximum feasible �ne level while � is a measure

of the e¤ectiveness of the monitoring technology. We also retain the assump-

tion that enforcement e¤ort and the �ne are set in such a way to achieve full

compliance. Under these assumptions, per �rm enforcement costs guaranteeing

perfect compliance are given by m = t
�f .

3 As it is reasonable, �rm level moni-

toring costs increase with the tax rate t and decrease with the feasible �ne and

with the e¤ectiveness of the monitoring technology. Given the assumption of

full compliance, �rms, choose their emissions level to maximize pro�ts net of

tax payment: maxe �(eT ) = �(e) � te; resulting in the following equilibrium

emissions and pro�ts:

eT = (b� t) =b00 (3)

�(eT ) = � +
(b� t)2
2b00

(4)

with �(eu) > �(eT ); as it is reasonable. Clearly, in order for the tax to be

coherent with the exogenous environmental target, the unit emission tax t should

be set according to E = NeT = N(b�t)
b00

4 . In our setting, the emission tax is

implemented if voluntary e¤orts performed by regulated �rms are not enough

to achieve the environmental target E: The next section provides details on the

modelling strategy for our voluntary environmental policy tools.

3The proof mimics closely section 4.1. in McEvoy and Stranlund (2010), and is therefore

omitted here. It is based on standard reasoning according to the well established literature

on public enforcement of law (see, among others, Polinsky and Shavell, 1999).
4We also assume that b > t so that emissions under taxation are strictly positive.
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3 The Relational Environmental Agreement (REA)

3.1 The static game

The stage game of our repeated interactions setting mimics the static model

presented in McEvoy and Stranlund (2010).

� Opening Stage: the regulator decides whether to impose an emission

tax. Enforcement is assumed to be set at a level compatible with perfect

compliance.

� Agreement Stage: �rms independently choose whether to become part

of the agreement; joining the agreement implies that they simultaneously

agree on the emissions level eP in order to match the required standard

E set by the regulator.

� Emissions Stage: members and non-members simultaneously deliver

their emissions levels; emissions are observed, and payo¤s are collected.

As speci�ed abovem we retain the assumption of veri�ability and (costly)

observability of emissions in the tax regime. The main di¤erence is instead

that we assume emissions to be not veri�able by �rms, while in McEvoy and

Stranlund (2010), emissions are veri�able in the context of the enforcement

delegation of the voluntary agreement so that third-party enforcement is (costly

but) indeed possible. Under unveri�ability, it is straightforward to show the

following:

Proposition 1 The Nash equilibrium is such that the regulator imposes the unit

emission tax, players emit eT and each �rm has pro�ts �
�
eT
�
= � + (b�t)2

2b00 .

The proof is in line with Proposition 1 in McEvoy and Stranlund (2010)

and a simple application of the backwards induction, so that we omit it. In

our static three-stage game the regulator is not able to induce participation to

the voluntary agreement as an equilbrium, as unveri�ability of the emissions

within the industry sector induces �rms�moral hazard at the last stage. At the
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emission stage members choose emissions such that their pro�ts are maximized

and if the regulator has imposed the unit emissions tax then �rms choose the

level eT = b�t
b00 . If instead the regulator did not impose the unit emission tax,

then the optimal emissions level for each �rm is eu = b=b00 even if they agreed

to form a voluntary agreement, because their best response is cheating on the

emission level in the absence of any veri�able enforcement. At the opening

stage the regulator anticipates the �rms�behavior and decides to impose the

unit emission tax.

3.2 The repeated game

We model an open-participation Voluntary Agreement as a form of relational

contracting (Levin, 2003); di¤erently from the the "static" setting in both

McEvoy and Stranlund (2010) and Dawson and Segerson (2008), we consider

a long-term repeated interaction between the regulator and the �rms, which

are asked to abate pollutant emissions by means of a Relational Voluntary En-

vironmental Agreement (REA), formalized as a relational contract, o¤ering to

avoid emissions taxation on the entire industry if the agreement implies that

the emission target E is voluntarily met.

We assume here that, contrary to the case of emissions taxation, when �rms

voluntarily reduce emissions such emissions are unveri�able, so that no dele-

gation to a third party is possible to enforce any voluntary agreement. This

amounts to assume that the emission level is not contractible across private

agents (�rms and, possibly, a third enforcement party) and, as a result, rela-

tional contracting is the only viable option for a voluntary agreement to be

successful. The nature of relational contracting implies, on the other hand, that

neither �rms nor the regulator are forced to act by speci�c contractual clauses

whose enforcement depends on the veri�cation power of an external court5 . The

5Our setting could be equivalently relevant for cases where emissions are unveri�able in

any scenario (voluntary agreement or taxation). In principle, the unveri�ability assumption

can neither impede nor induce the regulator�s choice to opt for a �standard� environmental

policy tool (in our setting emissions taxation), and the application of a tax does not require
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REA, in order to stand and provide e¤ective incentives for voluntary abate-

ment, must, on the other hand, be self-enforcing for both parties (Levin 2003).

To verify the conditions under which our REA produces an e¤ective impact on

emissions (i.e. achieving the exogenous environmental target), we now set up

the repeated game as an in�nite repetition of the three-stage static game previ-

ously described. Assume that all involved players have the same discount factor

�. At the end of each period, the players collect their payo¤ and the regulator

observes the industry emissions level E. We de�ne a REA for any history of

the game ht, as i) a tax t, ii) the existence of an agreement by S � N �rms,

and iii) their respective emissions level e. We de�ne the following grim trigger

strategies, sR and sP :

Regulator�s strategy, sR:

� �rst stage: at the �rst stage of time t, the regulator does not impose the

tax scheme if up to t � 1 the entire industry has delivered the required

target E, otherwise it switches to the tax regime forever after;

Firm�s strategy, sP :

� Agreement stage: join the agreement if up to the �rst period of time t

the regulator has not imposed the tax and all other members have agreed

on eP , otherwise exit the agreement for ever after;

� Emission stage: once joined the agreement, deliver the required emission

level eP , otherwise, if not joining or if exiting the agreement, choose the

level eNP of emissions maximizing own pro�t for ever after .

Non-members deliver the uncontrolled level of emissions without tax and

deliver eT if an emission tax has been implemented. We keep the assumption

any prove in front of a legal court and it remains one of the discretionary instruments the

regulator may choose to implement. Further, and as it is reasonable, it is not possible to

question the regulator (or government in general) in case she should decide to apply a soft

tax regime, that in our extreme scenario is t = 0.
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in McEvoy and Stranlund (2010) such that the implementation of the tax is

irreversible because such policy is very costly and time-consuming to be designed

and approved. This motivates the use of the unforgiving trigger strategy as

described above, where the punishment by the regulator to switch to a tax

regime lasts forever. This assumption eases the analysis but does not imply a

loss of generality. If the regulator could apply the tax only for a short period

and then revert to the no tax case, other strategies could be considered, such

as stick and carrots, whereby the punishment phase lasts for a �xed period of

time (let�s say T ). In this scenario we would obtain di¤erent conditions on the

discout factor for the equilibrium, which would be more stringent than for the

case of a trigger strategy. The intuition is that the shorter the punishment (low

T ), the higher is the lowest discount factor such that an equilibrium triggering

cooperation exists.

Each �rm in the REA may deviate from its strategy sP in the emission stage.

Instead of sticking to eP ; each �rm can deliver a "non-cooperative" emission

level, which corresponds to the unregulated emissions level from (1) and gives

the deviating �rm unregulated pro�ts from (2), when all other members of the

agreement, (S � 1), deliver eP and the non-members, (N � S), deliver eNP .

As prescribed by the strategies sR and sP , after a deviation the agreement

collapses, the regulator applies the unit emissions tax regime and the pro�t dur-

ing the punishment is equal to (4). Clearly, in order for our repeated game analy-

sis to be meaningful, we assume that the equilibrium in the stage game implies

non-cooperation; this amounts to assume that with �(eu) > �(eP ) > �(eT )6 .

Also, a second necessary condition requires that welfare, measured in our setting

by pro�ts minus enforcement costs (the latter relevant in the case of taxation)

are larger in the cooperative setting than under the punishment (i.e. taxation)

phase. This second condition is needed to make sure that the environmen-

tal authority indeed prefers the REA, when it is feasible, to imposing a unit

emissions tax. Given the number of participant in the REA S, and recalling

6 In order for this to hold in equilibrium, we assume that S > N
p
tp

2b�t :
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the assumption of full compliance under emissions taxation, this amounts to

assume:

S�(eP ) + (N � S)�(eu) � N�(eT )� Nt
�f

that is, after straightforward algebra:

�f � 2Sb00

Nt+ S (t� 2b) : (5)

In other words, enforcement not "too e¤ective" (low feasible �ne and/or low

monitoring e¤ectiveness)7 .

Following Levin (2003), sR and sP rapresent a subgame perfect equilibrium

in which REA arises if and only if the following Incentive Compatibility con-

straint (IC) is satis�ed:

1

1� � �(e
P ) � �(eu) + �

1� � �(e
T ) (6)

Note that the participation to the REA is made simultaneously by all �rms

in the agreement stage, while the emission level is decided after observing the

number of members (S). Therefore, the �rm�s deviation may only take place

on the agreed level eP and not on the participation choice. The decision not

to participate, in fact, is not an optimal deviation, that is, the �rm prefers to

deviate only at the emission stage after joining the REA and agreeing on eP ,

as deviating by not partecipating to the voluntary agreement would make the

agreement unfeasible before any e¤ective choice on emissions is taken, and no

short-run gain for the cheating �rm would be possible.

In the cooperative phase, given the strategies sR and sP , the members max-

imise their pro�t, subject to the IC and the emissions target set by the regu-

lator, while non-members free ride and set their emissions level eNP without

constrains, so that eNP = eu = b
b00 yielding the pro�t speci�ed by (2).

7 In order for condition (5) to be possible, we must assume, as a necessary condition, that
2S
N+S

b < t < b, where the latter inequality is required to have positive emission levels in all

scenarios.
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As it is common in this kind of repeated games, multiple equilibria arise, so

that there may exist several combinations of e and t supporting a grim trigger

strategy as an equilibrium. The following proposition shows the existence of a

self-enforcing REA and the related conditions.

Proposition 2 Let:

� =
�(eu)� �(eP )
�(eu)� �(eT ) =

N2t

S2(2b� t) (7)

Focusing on solutions such that eP > 0; for any � � �, sP and sR characterise a

self-enforcing REA in which members deliver eP = Sb�Nt
Sb00 and no tax is applied.

The equilibrium pro�t is �(eP ) = � + (Sb)2�(Nt)2
2S2b00 .

Proposition 2 states that when the regulator and �rms care enough about

future payo¤s, then �rms have the incentive to agree on a REA that is coherent

with emission requirement and that, in turn, avoids the application of an emis-

sion tax. The condition (7) gives the lowest possible level of the discount factor

such that the REA arises as an equilibrium. Note that @�
@t > 0, implying that

a higher tax rate reduces the willingness of the �rms to join a REA and deliver

the required emissions. Indeed, an increase in the tax rate decreases �p(:) more

than �t(:); reducing the incentives to join the agreement8 .

This analysis takes, however, the agreement size S as given. A possible

alternative interpretation of result in Proposition 2 may be derived by taking � as

given, and identifying the minimum agreement size S such that the IC constraint

holds. Note that the members�pro�t is increasing in the size (@�(e
P )

@S > 0), and

the bigger the size, the lower the abatment for any member to match the target

E. Hence, since �(eT ) and �(eu) do not depend on S, it is straightforward to

show that the net incentive to participate and stick to the REA is increasing in

8Notice indeed that d�(eP )
dt

< 0 and d�(eT )
dt

< 0; also,
��� d�(eP )dt

��� > ��� d�(eT )dt

��� when t >
S2 b

N2+S2
; which is always the case, as t > 2S

N+S
b > S2 b

N2+S2
: As a consequence, d�(e

P )
dt

<

d�(eT )
dt

:
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S. If we label the lowest value of S satisfying (6) as Smin; we get9 :

Smin =
N
p
tp

�(2b� t)
(8)

Smin is the smallest pro�table number of members, that we can de�ne as the

critical size of the REA for a given �. When S < Smin, members have incentive

to deviate and deviation implies the collapse of the REA. The regulator, having

complete information over the pro�t, can perfectly predict such pro�tability

condition on the size of the agreement, so that she would prefer to implement

a "standard" emission taxation regime if any agreement with size S < Smin is

observed.

4 Agreement stability

We now check whether our pro�table REA, characterized by S � Smin (or

alternatively by � � �) is stable. More speci�cally, we check whether our self-

enforcing size satis�es internal and external stability conditions. The external

stability entails that no non-members have incentive to enter the agreement

while internal stability entails that no member has incentive to leave. This

concept of stability has been adopted for the environmental agreements in a

static setting by Barrett (1994) and follows McEvoy and Stranlund (2010) and

Dawson and Segerson (2008). However, hereby we extend the de�nition of sta-

bility to a dynamic scenario. We integrate this de�nition of stability with the

self-enforcing nature of the relational agreement where no deviation exists on

the cooperative equilibrium path. The de�nition of both internal and external

stability as stated in the current literature does not check for the ex post incen-

tive to e¤ectively deliver the agreed emission once the agreement is formed and

the �scal regime avoided. In a dynamic scenario the self-enforcing property of

the agreed emission, in terms of no deviation (from its level) on the equilibrium

path, is not ensured by this static de�nition of stability. Once agreed on the

9Notice that S = Smin is feasible in our setting, as Smin >
N
p
tp

2b�t : In order for the value

of Smin to be meaningful, we additionally assume that � � t
2b�t :
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cooperative emission level, in fact, each partecipant may have a one shot prof-

itable deviation (OSPD) from the cooperative startegy entailing a reduction in

its own emission (eu in our speci�c case) without inducing the collapse of the

agreement. An agreement size S simply satisfying the static de�nition of in-

ternal and external stability only implies that no member prefers to be outside

and non-members deciding not to enter, regardless of whether at the emission

stage the agreed emission level is e¤ectively delivered. The de�nition of stability

necessary in a dynamic model combine both concepts of self-enforcing (no de-

viation on the equilibrium path) and internal and external stability as de�ned

in the static scenario. This version of stability is a necessary condition for a

stable and pro�table REA to exist and works through the self-enforcing value

of S de�ning a stable REA. Let�s �rst de�ne internal and external stability as

it follows, for any S:

� internal stability : �P (S) � �NP (S � 1), i.e. no member has incentive to

leave the agreement if the pro�t being outside an agreement of size S � 1

is lower than the pro�t obtained by being one of the S members;

� external stability : �NP (S) � �P (S+1), each non-member has no incentive

to enter the agreement if the pro�ts obtained by being a member in an

agreement with size S + 1 is lower than the pro�t obtained by remaining

outside an agreement of size S.

The following Proposition gives the main result:

Proposition 3 Strategy sP characterizes a self-enforcing stable REA when S =

Smin.

Proposition 3 shows that Smin is the only stable self-enforcing agreement size

(given �). Any other size does neither satisfy stability nor induce the delivery

of the agreed emissions level.

The analysis of the IC constraint, de�ning how Smin changes with � in self-

enforcing equilibria, o¤ers further insights. We have shown that the agreement
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is stable for the smallest size such that the IC constraint is binding. From

(8), Smin is decreasing in �, implying that the stable size of the REA and the

discount rate are substitutes in determining the e¤ectiveness of the REA. The

intuition is straightforward: when �rms give high value to future cooperation

or equivalently are concerned about the everlasting application of an emission

tax regime, then the agreement does not need a big size to survive and deliver

environmental quality targets.

5 Welfare Analysis

We start by comparing the number of participants in stable (and in our case self-

enforcing) voluntary agreements from the relevant literature. Labeling Sds =

N
p
t (2b� t) the smallest stable agreement in Dawson and Segerson (2008) and

comparing it with Smin we get that Smin < Sds, given �.10

This result, coupled with results from McEvoy and Stranlund (2010), implies

that the equilibrium number of participants to a self-enforcing and stable REA

under unveri�ability is lower than the one in a static context with veri�able

emissions (we label the corresponding level as SM ). In other words, and as it is

reasonable, free riding exists even under unveri�ability, and Smin < SM . This

implies, as a straightforward conclusion, that emissions under the REA for each

participating �rm are lower than those under a "static" VEA.

Turning to welfare analysis, we start by computing the industry pro�t under

the REA. Due to the exogeneity of the emissions target, this is the same as

welfare, which in our setting is intended to measure cost e¤ectiveness of the

REA. Clearly, welfare is calculated, given �, with S = Smin, as this is the only

10Recall that for Smin < N we need � > t
2b�t : Also, in order for Sds < N we needp

t (2b� t) < 1:Note that Smin�Sds = N �
p
2b��t�

p
2bt�t2+

p
tp

2b��t� :To derive a sign for the above

di¤erence, notice that the numerator is decreasing in � (Indeed,
d
�
�
p
2b��t�

p
2bt�t2+

p
t
�

d�
=

1
2
p
2b��t� (t� 2b)

p
�t (t� 2b) < 0); we conclude that the size di¤erential is negative if � >

1
(t�2b)2 which is always the case under our assumptions to guarantee that Smin < N and to

have positive emission levels in all scenarios.
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stable and self-enforcing dimension of the REA, namely:

WREA = Smin�(e
P )
��
S=Smin

+ (N � Smin)�(eu) =

= N

 
� +

1

2

b2 � N
Smin

t2

b00

!

with @WREA

@� = @WREA

@S
@Smin
@� < 0.

For the sake of comparison, we can also derive the �rst best outcome, derived

by an equal share of emissions reduction by all the N �rms (i.e. a REA with

full participation). First best aggregate pro�ts are as follows:

W � = N

�
� +

1

2

b2 � t2
b00

�
Clearly, and as it is reasonable, comparing welfare under the "feasible" REA

with the �rst best level we get W � > WREA.

The intuition is that in the �rst best with full partecipation the loss for the

�rms that under the REA would free ride is more than o¤set by the increase in

the pro�ts for the members of the REA that under full partecipation bene�t by

sharing the emission abatment with otherwise free riding �rms.

Also, neglecting enforcement imperfections related to an emission tax imple-

mentation, tax generates, as it is obvious, a �rst best outcome. This conclusion

is straightforward comparingW � and equilibrium pro�ts under an emission tax,

given by (4). This would apply also in the static context of McEvoy and Stran-

lund (2010) assuming perfect (i.e. costless) enforcement of emission taxation.

Conclusions are less straightforward if we look at the comparison of our

results under the REA with those of a "static" VEA based on costly third party

enforcement. We retain from McEvoy and Stranlund (2010) the assumption

that the tax revenue is a simple transfer under a social welfare perspective,

and we take from the same paper the calculation of the total costs borne by

�rms taking part to the "static" agreement, which are given by Nt
�mfm

; where

�m is a parameter representing the enforcement e¤ectiveness of the third party

VEA enforcer, while fm is the maximum feasible �ne imposed by the same
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enforcer appointed by �rms taking part to the VEA. Notice that in our case

these costs are driven to 0 by the unveri�ability assumption: appointing a third

party enforcer is useless if emissions are not veri�able in front of a court. If we

label welfare arising in McEvoy and Stranlund (2010) as WM ; we can conclude

the following:

Proposition 4 Welfare under a REA is larger than under a members-enforced

costly voluntary agreement if the enforcement costs of the latter are su¢ ciently

large and/or if the discount factor is su¢ ciently small.

Proof. Assume that enforcement is paid by �rms taking part to the VEA in the

static context modelled by McEvoy and Stranlund (2010). Also, label emissions

arising under the static VEA as ePM = SMb�Nt
SMb00

from Proposition 1; we can

rewrite the corresponding welfare as follows:

WM = SM�(e
P
M )
��
S=SM

+ (N � SM )�(eu)�
Nt

�mfm

where the last term is the total payment by �rms due to enforcement, as a func-

tion of the expected �ne �mfm for non compliance under third party enforce-

ment, the tax rate t and the total number of �rms N (McEvoy and Stranlund,

2010, equation 12). Welfare under the REA is:

WREA = Smin�(e
P )
��
S=Smin

+ (N � Smin)�(eu)

As a result, after simple manipulation, we get that WREA �WM > 0 if

1

2

N2

SMSmin

t2

b00
(Smin � SM ) +

Nt

�mfm
> 0;

which may be rewritten as:

�mfm <

�
SMSmin
SM � Smin

�
2b00

Nt
(9)

The proof is concluded by noting that the RHS of (9) is increasing in Smin and,

therefore, decreasing in �:

To grasp the intuition for this result, we can rewrite the welfare di¤erential

as follows:

WREA�WM = Smin�(e
P )
��
S=Smin

�SM�(eP )
��
S=SM

+(SM � Smin)�(eu)+
Nt

�mfm
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Three impacts of unveri�ability can be identi�ed:

1. the REA features a smaller number of participants and, as a result, lower

pro�ts for each of them due to the need to reduce emissions more than

under the "static" voluntary agreement;

2. the non participants are more numerous in the REA, so that free riding

pro�ts are the same for each non member of the agreement, but larger on

aggregate under the REA;

3. the REA implies savings in enforcement costs, due to the self-enforcement

constraint driven by non-veri�ability, as compared to the members-�nanced

voluntary agreement.

Overall, the �rst two impacts imply a welfare di¤erential against the REA

which is larger the larger is the di¤erence in the number of members of the

agreement (i.e. the larger is the discount factor and the lower is Smin). The

third impact, which is stronger the larger are enforcement costs under a static

VEA, favours, instead, the REA. Clearly, if no enforcement costs are present,

as in Dawson and Segerson, then the members-enforced voluntary agreement

always outperforms the REA. This is not, however, the case when unveri�ability

prevents �rms to contract the agreement explicitly.

6 Conclusions

We contribute to the theoretical discussion emerged on the e¢ ciency of vol-

untary environmental agreements as an alternative to standard environmental

policy tools. Although policy makers are increasingly relying on these instru-

ments, the literature is still cautious in assessing their e¤ectiveness. In this

paper we deal with the emissions control of a speci�c pollutant produced by an

economic sector, when the exact level of emissions is perfectly observable by the

regulator, but it is prohibitively expensive to be veri�ed in front of a legal court

by regulated �rms. This implies that the enforcement of a voluntary agreement
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cannot be delegated formally to a third party, and the only option for voluntary

emissions reduction is a long-term Relational Voluntary Environmental Agree-

ment (REA) among the �rms which are part of the polluting sector. The REA is

structured to provide a bene�t for the regulator by ensuring the environmental

target is met, and for �rms by saving them from a possibly more costly standard

policy measure. We �rst investigate whether a pro�table REA can form in our

context even when �rms have incentive to free ride. We start by proving that

cooperation is unfeasible in a static setting because �rms cannot be encouraged

to pro�tably cooperate. This di¤erentiates our paper from McEvoy and Stran-

lund (2010), where the cooperation is possible even in a static setting due to

the assumption of veri�ability. Allowing for a long-term relationship threatens

the �rms by the expected pro�t decrease they may face if emissions taxation

is implemented. We de�ne the players�strategies in a dynamic setting, and we

show that, if �rms are su¢ ciently patient, there exists a self-enforcing REA such

that member �rms voluntarily reduce their emissions level, non-members free

ride and no tax is applied. This equilibrium is pro�table for members which

increase their payo¤ with respect to the situation where emissions taxation is

implemented, and have no incentive to deviate; it is even more pro�table for

non-members that avoid the tax and the costs faced by members. We also derive

the minimum number of participants required for a REA to be pro�table. We

then explore the agreement stability conditions. Pro�tability is a necessary but

not su¢ cient condition for stability; therefore, we observe which participation

levels are internally and externally stable, in the sense that members have no

incentive to leave and non-members have no incentive to join. We demonstrate

that players� strategies characterise a self-enforcing stable equilibrium for the

lowest pro�table number of participants. This critical size of the agreement

depends on the value they attribute to future pro�ts. If member �rms are suf-

�ciently patient, their strategy characterises a self-enforcing equilibrium. We

conclude with policy implications by examining whether and under which con-

ditions such measure is welfare-improving with respect to a member-�nanced

"static" voluntary agreement, such as that proposed in McEvoy and Stranlund
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(2010). We show this to depend on the enforcement costs of the agreement when

emissions are veri�able in the agreement across �rms, as well as on the strenght

of free riding incentives under the REA.

The main limitation of our paper relies on the assumption of perfect observ-

ability of emissions. While the relaxation of this assumption is left for future

research, we think our results may provide food for thought in relation to all

pollution circumstances where the unveri�ability is a crucial issue.
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7 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2

Each member chooses its level of emissions by solving the following maxi-

mization problem:

Max
eP

S�(eP )

Subject to

SeP + (N � S)eNP � NeT (10)

and
1

1� � �(e
P ) � �(eu) + �

1� � �(e
T ) (11)

The Lagrangian function is

L = S�(eP )+�(NeT �SeP � (N�S)eu)+�( 1

1� � �(e
P )��(eu)� �

1� � �(e
T ))

The Participants FOC are:

@L

@eP
= S�0(eP )� S�+ � 1

1� � �0(e
P ) � 0 (12)

with eP � 0 and @L
@eP

eP = 0

@L

@�
= NeT � SeP � (N � S)eu � 0 (13)

with � � 0 and @L
@�� = 0

@L

@�
=

1

1� � �(e
P )� �(eu)� �

1� � �(e
T ) � 0 (14)

with � � 0 and @L
@�� = 0

We ignore the solution such that �; � = 0. @L
@eP

� 0; as in this case we would

get either eP = 0; or eP = eu = b=b00:We can also exclude � = 0 and � > 0, as

in this case (12) is in contradiction with � > 0 and S > 0. We focus therefore

on cases where � > 0:
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If � = 0; from (13) we get eP = Sb�Nt
Sb00 ;excluding also in this case e

P = 0;

FOCs imply [S�0(eP ) � S�] = 0, i.e. �0(eP ) = � that gives eP = b��
b00 . The

corresponding value of � is � = Nt
S . Note that � must be lower than b because

emissions cannot be negative, thus Nt
S < b; from (14) we have:

� � �(eu)� �(eP )
�(eu)� �(eT ) =

N2t

S2(2b� t)

which is the minimum value of � such that sP and sR characterize an equilibrium

of the repeated game.

Similar conclusions are possible when � > 0. We have

@L

@eP
= S�0(eP ) + � 1

1� � �0(e
P )� S� = 0 (15)

@L

@�
=

1

1� � �(e
P )� �(eu)� �

1� � �(e
T ) = 0 (16)

@L

@�
= NeT � SeP � (N � S)eu = 0 (17)

after subsituting for eT and eu, (16) and (17) imply:

� =
N2t

S2(2b� t)
and

eP =
Sb�Nt
Sb00

(18)

We substitute (18) in (15) and we derive the value of the two multipliers:

� =
(S (1� �) + �)Nt

S2(1� �) > 0 if � > 0

or

� = S (1� �) S��Nt
Nt

with � >
Nt

S

Proof of Proposition 3
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Since the pro�t of being part of an agreement and delivering eP ; and since

static pro�ts in the punisgment phase and in the unregulated scenario do not

depend on S, we can conclude that the incentive to cooperate increases in S:

The lowest possible cooperative pro�t, for S = Smin; is:

�P (:)
��
S=Smin

=
1

2

2�b00 + b2 + t� (t� 2b)
b00

We can therefore conclude that if internal and external stability are satis�ed

at S = Smin and for �P (Smin); then by transitivity they are also satis�ed for

any higher S. Also, recall that IC is satis�ed at values of S equal or larger than

Smin:

Focusing �rst on internal stability, for any S > Smin the REA is pro�table

for all participating �rms (due to the IC constraint); as a result, any �rm that

exits from the REA gains in terms of pro�ts, by free riding on other �rms�

emissions reduction, but does not make the REA unpro�table for the remaining

participants. This is true up to a number of participants S = Smin. For this size,

exiting the agreement leads to the imposition of the emission taxation policy,

and the internal stability is satis�ed, as �P (Smin) � �NP (Smin � 1); due to

the fact that for S = Smin � 1 the REA does not form and the tax is applied,

inducing a lower pro�t for each �rm.

Consider external stability. For S = Smin the REA exists and is internally

stable. As non-members receive the �business as usual� pro�t �(eu), and as

cooperative pro�ts increase with S, we can show that even for S ' N , we have:

�(eP ) ' � + b
2 � t2
2b00

< �(eu)

Thus, the REA is externally stable for any S � Smin.
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